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Abstract

The mechanisms triggering the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV-1) to switch the

coreceptor usage from CCR5 to CXCR4 during the course of infection are not entirely

understood. While low CD4+ T cell counts are associated with CXCR4 usage, a predomi-

nance of CXCR4 usage with still high CD4+ T cell counts remains puzzling. Here, we explore

the hypothesis that viral adaptation to the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex, espe-

cially to the HLA class II alleles, contributes to the coreceptor switch. To this end, we

sequence the viral gag and env protein with corresponding HLA class I and II alleles of a

new cohort of 312 treatment-naive, subtype C, chronically-infected HIV-1 patients from

South Africa. To estimate HLA adaptation, we develop a novel computational approach

using Bayesian generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs). Our model allows to consider

the entire HLA repertoire without restricting the model to pre-learned HLA-polymorphisms.

In addition, we correct for phylogenetic relatedness of the viruses within the model itself to

account for founder effects. Using our model, we observe that CXCR4-using variants are

more adapted than CCR5-using variants (p-value = 1.34e-2). Additionally, adapted CCR5-

using variants have a significantly lower predicted false positive rate (FPR) by the geno2-

pheno[coreceptor] tool compared to the non-adapted CCR5-using variants (p-value =

2.21e-2), where a low FPR is associated with CXCR4 usage. Consequently, estimating

HLA adaptation can be an asset in predicting not only coreceptor usage, but also an

approaching coreceptor switch in CCR5-using variants. We propose the usage of Bayesian

GLMMs for modeling virus-host adaptation in general.
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Author summary

Viral control via treatment is currently our only counter mechanism against HIV-1 with

no practicable cure nor a vaccine at hand. In treatment-naive patients, host immune

responses denote the only counter-mechanism. HLA adaptation and coreceptor usage of

HIV-1 play a major role on the capability of the host immune responses to control the

virus. The interplay between both factors, however, has remained unexplored so far.

Assessing the degree of viral HLA adaptation is challenging due to the exceptional genetic

diversity of both the HLA complex and HIV-1. Therefore, current approaches constrain

the adaptation prediction to a set of p-value selected HLA-polymorphism candidates. The

selection of these candidates, however, requires extensive external large-scale population-

based experiments that are not always available for the population of interest, especially

not for newly emerging viruses. In this work, we present a novel computational approach

using Bayesian generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) that enables not only to predict

the adaptation to the complete HLA profile of a patient, but also to handle phylogenetic-

dependencies of the variants within the model directly. Using this light-weight approach

for modeling (any) virus-host adaptation, we show that HLA adaptation is associated with

coreceptor usage.

Introduction

Without the prospect of a vaccine or a cure within reach, controlling viral replication, either

using antiretroviral therapy or by achieving sustainable immune control, remains one of the

major pillars for combating the HIV pandemic [1]. The coreceptor usage of HVI-1 may affect

the ability to achieve sustainable immune control over the virus. Apart from the CD4 receptor,

HIV-1 needs a coreceptor for successful cell entry. Only two coreceptors have clinical rele-

vance, CCR5 and CXCR4 [2]. Depending on their coreceptor usage, HIV-1 isolates are classi-

fied into R5-capable variants (CCR5 usage), X4-capable variants (CXCR4 usage), or

R5X4-capable variants (CCR5 and CXCR4 usage) [3, 4]. While R5 variants are known to dom-

inate early infection [5], a switch to X4 at later stage of infection occurs in roughly 50% of

patients infected with subtype B HIV-1 associated with increased depletion of CD4+ T cells,

faster progression to AIDS, and a higher mortality rate [4, 6–8]. In patients infected with sub-

type C HIV-1, a switch to CXCR4 usage is observed less frequently compared to subtype B [9].

Recent studies suggest that an increase in subtype C X4 variants might emerge with the

increasing access to antiretroviral drug treatment and the ongoing evolution of the subtype C

HIV epidemic [10].

The importance of accurate determination of coreceptor usage has increased with the

approval of entry inhibitor drugs that target the CCR5 coreceptor. A determinant of corecep-

tor usage is the env protein of HIV-1. Currently, phenotypic [11–14] and genotypic [15–22]

tropism assays still have difficulties accurately detecting minority populations of X4-using var-

iants, which might lead to a predominance of X4 usage after treatment with a CCR5 antago-

nist. In addition, it is not only important to predict the correct coreceptor usage, but it would

be of advantage to predict how close the variant is to a coreceptor switch.

Though the clinical significance of the coreceptor usage is well studied, the trigger mecha-

nisms behind the coreceptor switch from R5 to X4 variants remain unsolved. The emergence

of X4-capable variants is associated with a decrease in N-linked glycosylation of the envelope

glycoprotein env of HIV-1 [23]. Glycosylation is a viral mechanism to mask conserved amino

acids from antibody recognition, such that X4-capable variants should be more prone to
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antibody neutralization in theory. For antibody development, B cells have to be activated by

CD4+ T cells. Thus, concurrent CD4+ T cell depletion counteracts this mechanism. How X4

variants can emerge with still high CD4+ T cells remains inconclusive. However, this is of great

importance, since patients with intermediate to high CD4+ T cells contradict the current typi-

cal clinical indicators for a potential coreceptor switch such as low numbers of CD4+ T cells.

The potential interplay between HLA adaptation and coreceptor usage has not been

explored so far. Viral adaptation to the immune system includes the emergence of viral escape

mutations to the host’s individual HLA profile. The central role of HLA molecules is to bind

peptides and present them on the cell surface to compatible T cells, which are part of the adap-

tive immune response. T cells are HLA-restricted, meaning that they recognize only a specific

HLA-antigen complex. There are two major HLA classes—HLA class I and HLA class II. HLA

class I molecules exist on all nucleated cells and bind to (self and pathogen-derived) antigens

degraded from synthesized proteins in the cytosol. The corresponding HLA-antigen complex

is recognized by specific CD8+ T cells. HLA class II molecules only occur on professional anti-

gen-presenting cells that are able to uptake pathogens and proteins from extracellular fluid by

phagocytosis or endocytosis. Thus, HLA class II molecules bind pathogen-derived antigens

degraded from extracellular proteins in the vesicular compartment of the cell. The correspond-

ing HLA:antigen complex is recognized by CD4+ T cells. The emergence of a mutation that

hinders the successful building of the HLA-antigen complex, a so-called escape mutation,

allows HIV-1 to evade a T cell-mediated immune response [24, 25].

High-throughput technologies have enabled large-scale population studies to identify many

HLA-restricted polymorphisms (HLA footprints) and their role on viral control [26–31]. A

prominent example is the influence of the HLA-B*27, the HLA-B*57:01 allele, or recently the

HLA-B*46 associates (in Asian cohort) on disease progression [32–34].

Determining virus-host adaptation experimentally and computationally on an individual

level is challenging due to the extraordinary genetic diversity of both the HLA complex and

HIV-1. HLA adaptation models usually focus on viral polymorphisms that likely emerged due

to the patient’s HLA profile. This approach requires the general consideration of the extreme

large number of possible HLA alleles in the population and viral polymorphisms while model-

ing the fact that only few HLA alleles have a potential influence on a particular polymorphism.

Current computational approaches [35, 36] tackle the complex modeling task by carrying out

many rounds of preselection, including the identification of potential HLA-polymorphism

candidates on large-scale cohort data and additional greedy feature selection steps to select the

HLA alleles per polymorphism within the model, such that potential sites and HLA alleles

might get disregarded based on significance threshold values. Since human populations and

HIV subtypes display substantial genetic differences, such approaches require a large amount

of data for every group of interest. Correcting for potential phylogenetic relatedness of the

viral sequences used within the model as proposed by [37] is currently implemented by incor-

porating a transmission probability that has to be learned in a separate model. While HLA-1

restricted escape mechanisms to CTLs have been studied in detail, only few studies exist that

have analyzed the impact of HLA-restricted CD4+ T cell escape polymorphisms [36] on the

capability of the host immune responses to control the virus. In total, there is currently no

available approach to estimate viral adaptation jointly to HLA class I and class II. Moreover,

the available approaches require rather complex training steps to be used on new data.

This study aims to improve our understanding of the host immune response with respect to

HLA adaptation and coreceptor usage. In particular, we investigate the hypothesis that core-

ceptor usage is associated with the adaptation of the virus to the host’s HLA system, especially

to the HLA class II alleles. We explore the novel possibility that viral adaptation to the HLA

class II molecules would mask the virus from recognition by CD4+ T cells, such that no B cells
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are activated, and, thus, no antibodies are developed despite still high numbers of CD4+ T

cells. Escape mutations in the rather conserved p24 protein of HIV-1, which is involved in

forming the viral capsid, emerge more likely under substantial fitness cost [38, 39]. Therefore,

we estimate viral adaptation to the patient’s HLA profile only based on the p24 protein of the

gag gene as done previously [40–45]. This study requires a data set consisting of (1) the enve-

lope protein sequences of the virus for determining the coreceptor usage, (2) the p24 protein

for estimating the HLA adaptation, and (3) the HLA class I and II profile of the corresponding

host. Chronically-infected HIV-1 patients are more likely to harbor viruses that have accumu-

lated escape mutations to the HLA system due to the longer exposure to the human immune

system. In treatment-naïve patients, the viral evolution is not restricted by selection pressure

from drug exposure and is more able to mutate towards escape variants with respect to the

immune system. Current available data sets often lack HLA class II allele information or have

not sequenced the envelope sequence of the virus. Thus, we sequence the viral envelope gene

env as well as the viral gag (p24) gene, and genotype the corresponding HLA class I (HLA-A,

HLA-B, HLA-C) and II genes (HLA-DRB1, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DPB1) of the host in a new

cohort of 312 treatment-naive, subtype C, chronically-infected HIV-1 patients from South

Africa.

To jointly model HLA class I and class II adaptation, we develop a novel computational

approach. In detail, the adaptation of a particular amino acid in a viral sequence to the host

HLA profile is inferred using phylogeny-corrected, multinomial, Bayesian generalized linear

mixed models (GLMMs). Without the need for an additional model, GLMMs allow to correct

for phylogenetic relatedness of the variants directly by modeling the between-subject correla-

tion as a group-level effect. Using a Bayesian setting allows to learn feature importance directly

within the model by applying the horseshoe prior on all HLA class I and class II alleles of the

data set and without the need for additional preselection steps or a large amount of data. The

horseshoe prior is used in sparse model settings to shrink the majority of the coefficients to

zero by having the point mass at zero and symmetric fat tails [46].

Materials and methods

Ethical statement

PBMC and plasma samples from HIV-1 positive donors were provided by Stellenbosch Uni-

versity with the written informed consent of the donors. Sample collection was approved

under the following ethical statement “VIROLOGICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL CHAR-

ACTERIZATION OF CRYOPRESERVED BLOOD AND VIRUS SAMPLES” PROJECT

NUMBER: NO7/06/13

Study cohort

Patients (male and female) who attended Wellness, Antenatal and HIV Clinics in the Durban-

ville and Stellenbosch regions of the Western Cape were recruited. Only patients older than 18

years were selected. Most of the patients were assumed to be in the chronic stage of the infec-

tion. Inclusion was based on recent diagnosis of HIV-1 infection (within the previous 6

months). In total, samples from 329 HIV-infected individuals were available. Subtype C was

confirmed for 317 of the 329 samples using the COMET Tool [47]. Patients on antiretroviral

were excluded from the analysis, resulting in a total of 312 patients. Based on CD4+ T cell

count, the data set was further reduced to 274 samples (see subsection on Data sets). For each

patient, clinical parameters such as sex, age, ethnicity, CD4 count, and viral load were col-

lected. In addition, the HIV-1 genes gag (p24) and env were sequenced and the patients’ HLA I

and II genes were genotyped.
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Data sets

We divide the newly sequenced study cohort of 312 samples based on a CD4+ T cell count cut-

off of 500 cells/mm3 into a chronic_highCD4 data set (n = 38) and a chronic_lowCD4 count

data set (n = 274). High CD4+ T cell count indicates a stronger immune system. Since infection

duration is not known for the patients, a high CD4+ T cell count might indicate that the

patients have been infected for a shorter time (less chronic). Moreover, a virus is assumed to

be less adapted to a host with a strong immune system compared to a host with a weak

immune system. Thus, the adaptation model is only trained on the chronic_lowCD4 data set.

In addition, we create an artificial data set (random) based on the chronic_lowCD4 data set,

where the HLA alleles per HLA gene and haplotype have been randomized 100 times. HLA

adaptation for this random data set is predicted with models based on the chronic_lowCD4

data set as well. For further validation of the adaptation model, we estimate HIV-1 adaptation

of publicly available cohort of acutely-infected HIV-1 patients (n = 23) from the Los Alamos

HIV sequence database (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov). The acute data set comprised the p24

sequence as well as the HLA I information of 23 patients with the following accession numbers

GQ275453, GQ275750, GQ275852, GQ275894, KM192425, KM192440, KM192471,

KM192536, KM192566, KM192640, KM192653, KM192674, KM192686, KM192702,

KM192762, KM192844, KM192856, KM192870, KM192884, KM192912, KM192942,

KM192970, KM192998. Since only the HLA I profile was available, we build an adaptation

model based only on the HLA I profile for this purpose (n = 274).

Molecular methods

HIV status was confirmed with a serological test (Architect HIV Ab/Ab Combo, 3rd genera-

tion) on serum according to the manufacturer protocol. After the surface staining of PBMCs

by incubation with a monoclonal mouse anti-human antibody coupled to fluorescent dyes, the

quantification of cells expressing the CD4 antigen was measured by FACS analysis. Acquisi-

tion and analysis was performed on FACs flow cytometer using Cell Quest software.

HIV-1 deep sequencing was performed using previous described protocols [48]. Analysis of

deep sequencing data was performed using an internally-developed analysis pipeline, where

sequence reads in the form of FASTQ files were processed and aligned via a multi-step

method.

HLA genotyping was performed using the following protocol. Genomic DNA was isolated

from 200 µl of EDTA-anticoagulated blood using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (QIA-

GEN, Hilden, Germany). Long-range PCR primers amplified the full-length of HLA class I

genes (A, B, C) from 5’- to 3’-UTR. Class II genes (DPB1, DQB1, DRB1) were amplified from

exon 2 to 3’-UTR. Fragment sizes were estimated to be around 3000 bp for Class I genes and

6000 bp for Class II genes, respectively. The PCR solution contained 1 x Phusion GC buffer

(including 1.5 mM MgCl2), 200 µM dNTPs, 1 M Betaine, 8 µg Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA),

0.4 U Phusion Hot Start II High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Finnzymes, Vantaa, Finland),

0.5 µM of each primer and 90 ng of DNA in a total volume of 20 µl. After initial denaturation

at 98˚C for 1 minute, 35 cycles of 98˚C for 10 seconds, 65˚C for 20 seconds, and 72˚C for 4

minutes were performed, followed by a final extension at 72˚C for 20 minutes. Agarose gel

electrophoresis was used to confirm amplification and correct fragment size as well as to check

for non-specific product contamination. The 3 HLA class I and class II amplicons for each

individual were pooled and afterwards purified with the Agencourt AMPure XP system

(Agentcourt Bioscience, Beverly, MA, United States) according to the manufacturer’s protocol

to inactivate unconsumed dNTPs and to eliminate extraneous primers before library prepara-

tion. These pooled amplicons then comprised a single sample. Concentrations were measured
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on a FLUOstar OPTIMA microplate fluorimeter (BMP LABTECH, Ortenberg, Germany)

using the Quant-iT PicoGreen assay (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, United States). Sample librar-

ies for NGS were then prepared with the Nextera XT DNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina, San

Diego, CA, United States) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, including distinct DNA

fragmentation, end-polishing, and adaptor-ligation steps. Through the adaptor, every sample

was finally labeled with a unique identifier sequence. Sequencing was carried out then on the

Illumina MiSeq Personal Sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, United States) as described by

the manufacturer.

Coreceptor prediction

Coreceptor usage is predicted using the well-established tool geno2pheno[coreceptor] [17] on

the viral envelope sequences. The provided false-positive rate (FPR) corresponds to the confi-

dence with which the sequence is classified as X4-capable. The higher the FPR, the more likely

the sequence is not X4-capable, but R5. Viral strains with an FPR cutoff less than 20% are clas-

sified as X4-capable, otherwise as R5-capable according to the European Consensus Group on

clinical management of HIV-1 tropism testing [49].

Estimating HLA adaptation

Assuming independence of all sites in the viral sequence, we define the adaptation of a

sequence to its host HLA profile as the adaptation of each frequent single amino acid site in

the sequence to the HLA profile. Moreover, though every patient is infected by a quasispecies

of viruses, we only consider the consensus sequence as in previous approaches. In order to cor-

rect for potential phylogenetic relatedness of the viral sequences used within the model as pro-

posed by [37], we also incorporate the phylogeny of the viral sequences into the model. Thus,

our model requires the amino acid sequences of the viral p24 protein, the corresponding host’s

HLA I and II alleles, and the phylogeny between the viral sequences for learning the HLA

adaptation (training). For each frequent site, we infer a model (HLA model) to estimate the

likelihood that the site is under HLA pressure as well as a hypothetical model (baseline model)

that computes the likelihood that the site is not under HLA pressure. HLA adaptation of the

complete protein is then defined as a function over the product of the per-site likelihood ratios

of the HLA model against the baseline model. Each per-site model is built using multinomial

Bayesian generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs).

In the following, we formalize the per-site model and the final adaptation score. Afterwards,

we present the selection process of the frequent sites. Since each per-site model is built using

Bayesian GLMMs, we provide a brief introduction to Bayesian GLMMs and their benefit over

classical GLMMs and phylogeny-corrected LMMs. In addition, we provide a section on the

model specification for each per-site model.

Notation. Let S be a random variable representing the set of all possible HIV-1 amino

acid sequences of a particular protein of length L. A particular sequence s is a realization of S
covering all sites l = 1, . . ., L of the protein. A particular site sl can be realized by any amino

acid (aa). Since we do not have enough power to find an HLA-restricted polymorphism at a

very conserved site, we restrict the sites to m frequent single amino acid sites sj with j = 1, . . .,

m, which are defined by sites that vary over the set of all HIV-1 sequences in their amino acid

realization. A site is defined as frequent, if the particular amino acid is observed in at least 1%

of the sequences.

The host immune system is represented by the HLA alleles of the HLA I and HLA II genes.

The HLA profile of an individual consists in our case of six (homozygous in all genes) to 12

(heterozygous in all genes) different HLA alleles. Let H represent the set of all possible HLA I
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and HLA II alleles. A particular HLA profile h is encoded as a binary vector with zeros every-

where, apart from the positions corresponding to the HLA alleles of the HLA profile. Note,

thereby homozygosity is not modeled.

We model adaptation as the conditional probability that a sequence s occurs under pressure

from the host HLA profile similarly to [35]:

PðS ¼ sjH ¼ hÞ: ð1Þ

Assuming independence among sites and relevance of only frequent sites, the conditional

probability over the sequence s can be decomposed to the product over the conditional proba-

bilities over all m frequent sites sj (per-site model):

PðS ¼ sjH ¼ hÞ ¼
Ym

j¼1

PðsjjH ¼ hÞ: ð2Þ

Similarly, a hypothetical model estimating the likelihood of the sequence s without any

HLA pressure is defined as:

PðS ¼ sjH ¼ ⌀Þ ¼
Ym

j¼1

PðsjjH ¼ ⌀Þ ð3Þ

The conditional probabilities P(sj|H = h) and P(sj|H =⌀) for each site are referred to as the

HLA model and the baseline model, respectively.

Identification and encoding of frequent sites. Since all patients in the study are infected

with the subtype C variant of HIV-1, we align all nucleotide sequences to the subtype C con-

sensus sequence using the alignment tool MAFFT (version 7.407) [50]. The subtype C consen-

sus sequence is retrieved using the HIV Sequence Alignments tool from the Los Alamos HIV

sequence database (www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/NEWALIGN/align.html). We correct

and translate the nucleotide alignment using the Codon Align Tool from the Los Alamos HIV

sequence database (www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/CodonAlign/codonalign.html). The

alignment positions are mapped to the corresponding HXB2 reference gene with Genbank

accession ‘AAB50258.1’ (gag) using the alignment tool MAFFT (version 7.407) [50]. Ambigu-

ous amino acids X in the env sequence are not considered and set to NA. Frameshifts and stop

codons are disregarded and set to gaps. Each site in the sequence s with at least two frequent

(1% prevalence) amino acid variants is selected as potential site sj under HLA pressure. For

each frequent site and each hypothesis (HLA and baseline model), a multinomial Bayesian

generalized linear mixed model is built, where each frequent amino acid is considered a class,

and all non-frequent amino acids are grouped together to an ‘OTHER’ class.

Bayesian generalized linear mixed models. We model the conditional probabilities for

site adaptation (see Eqs 2 and 3) using separate multinomial Bayesian generalized linear mixed

models (GLMMs). GLMMs are tailored for data with non-normal response distributions and

dependency structures in the observations by combining the properties of generalized linear

models (GLMs) [51, 52] and linear mixed models (LMMs). While GLMs model non-normal

response distributions (such as binomial) via link functions of the means (e.g. logistic regres-

sion), LMMs enable to model not only population-level effects but also group-level effects

assuming dependency structures in the samples. Mathematically, GLMMs have the following

form excluding the residuals (�) [53]:

gðEðYjX;Z; uÞÞ ¼ Z ¼ Xbþ Zu; ð4Þ

where Y is the response variable, β and u the coefficients for the population and group-level
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effects, respectively, X and Z the corresponding design matrices and g(x) a link function relat-

ing the response Y to the linear predictor η. Thus, between-subject correlations, like the phylo-

genetic relatedness of some viruses, can be modeled as a group-level effect.

While y, X and Z are given by the data, β and u � N ð0;GÞ are unknown and have to be

estimated. We use Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) based Bayesian GLMMs, since they

are more robust and accurate in their parameter estimations of the group-level effects in con-

trast to classical maximum likelihood (ML) and restricted maximum likelihood (REML) meth-

ods [54]. In non-Bayesian frameworks, the group-level effect vector u is treated as part of the

error term and thus likelihood computation requires the integration over the likelihood of all

group-level effects, which might be analytically intractable for complex group-level structures

[55]. In Bayesian settings where posterior distributions of the parameters are estimated by

combining likelihood and prior distributions, both u and β are treated as parameters, allowing

more accurate variance estimates for the group-level effects. We use the MCMC Bayesian

GLMM implementation of the R [56] package brms [57] that provides an interface to the

STAN software [58]. By implementing Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [59] and the No-U-Turn

Sampler (NUTS) [60], Stan allows for faster convergence compared to conventional MCMC

methods. Another advantage of Bayesian models is the possibility to include the prior informa-

tion of the parameters into the model. The prior knowledge that only few HLA alleles have

potential influence on a variant site [31, 35] is modeled using the horseshoe prior that has a

global parameter τ shrinking most of the coefficients to zero and a local parameter λ, which is

a heavy-tailed half-Cauchy (C+(0, 1)) prior, allowing some coefficients to escape the shrinkage

[46]. Thus, the the horseshoe prior for the D population level coefficients β = (β1, . . ., βD) has

the following form:

bjjlj; t � Nð0; l2

j t
2Þ;

lj � Cþð0; 1Þ; j ¼ 1; . . . ;D:
ð5Þ

In addition, we regularize the horseshoe prior by setting the ratio of the expected number

of non-zero coefficients to the expected number of zero coefficients to 10%. All other parame-

ters of the horseshoe prior are set to default. For the remaining coefficients the default priors

of the brm function are used (non or very weakly informative priors).

Estimating per-site adaptation. For each frequent site, we model an HLA model (see Eq

2) and a baseline model (see Eq 3) using multinomial Bayesian generalized linear mixed mod-

els (GLMMs) as implemented by the brms package [57] in R [56]. Both models estimate the

probability distribution of each site sj spanning over the space Y of all frequent amino acid var-

iants (and ‘OTHER’ for the non-frequent variants’) conditioned on the potential confounders

age, sex, and ethnicity. Age is defined as the interval between sample extraction date and birth-

day and scaled to mean 0 and variance 1. If missing, months and days are set to the first day

and month, respectively. Due to the ambiguous recording of ethnicity groups, samples are

assigned to either African, Caucasian, or ‘Other’ ethnicity. Sex is modeled as a binary feature.

Though deep sequencing has been performed, we use for this study only the consensus

sequences derived using a 10% prevalence cutoff, which is commonly used in the research

community [61]. The NGS reads were mapped with a customized version of MinVar [62].

Predicting if a polymorphism is under HLA pressure or not is confounded by the phyloge-

netic relatedness of the viral sequences. As proposed by [63], the phylogeny of the viral

sequences of the subjects is incorporated as group-level effect (1|subject) into the model using

the option cov_ranef = list(subject = A). Here, A denotes the computed covariance-matrix of

the phylogenetic tree calculated using the vcv.phylo function from the ape package. A
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phylogenetic tree is constructed based on the nucleotide sequences of the p24 protein from the

chronic_lowCD4 data set using the RAxML software (version 8.2.12) [64] under the

GTRGAMMA model. Thus, the formula to compute the HLA model taking all HLA alleles H
as potential covariates into the model has the following form:

Y � ageþ sexþ ethnicityþ ð1jsubjectÞ þ H; ð6Þ

in contrast to the baseline model, which estimates the probability that the frequent site is not

under HLA pressure:

Y � ageþ sexþ ethnicityþ ð1jsubjectÞ: ð7Þ

The logistic function is used as a link function. As described in previous sections, the horse-

shoe prior is used on all population-level effects [46]. Alleles in H are converted to four digit

resolution. Alleles with alternative expression (suffix ‘L’, ‘S’, ‘C’, ‘A’, or ‘Q’) are treated sepa-

rately from the normally expressed allele. The complete call to compute the per-site models

using the brms package is provided in the code repository.

Calculation of adaptation score. We define the adaptation score, as proposed by [35], as:

adaptðs; hÞ ¼
PðS ¼ sjH ¼ hÞ
PðS ¼ sjH ¼ ⌀Þ

�

Ym

j¼1

PðsjjH ¼ hÞ

Ym

j¼1

PðsjjH ¼ ⌀Þ

¼
Ym

j¼1

PðsjjH ¼ hÞ
PðsjjH ¼ ⌀Þ

;

ð8Þ

where the per-site likelihood P(sj|H = h) and P(sj|H =⌀) are defined by Eqs 2 and 3, respec-

tively. For better interpretation, we also transform the estimated adaptation x = adapt(s, h)

using a sigmoidal function g(x) to a range of -1 to 1 [35]:

gðxÞ ¼
2

p
arctanðlnðxÞÞ

Thereby, a positive adaptation score denotes that the sequence has more likely occurred

under HLA pressure than without, and vice versa.

Logo computation. The adaptation score can be decomposed into the likelihood ratios

per frequent variant sites (see Eq 8). Odds ratios above or below 1 indicate that either the poly-

morphism at the site sj is more likely to be under HLA pressure, or vice versa. We use this

information to provide a visual logo depicting the amino acids that contributed most to the

adaptation score. Therefore, only sites with odds ratios differing from 1 (and an offset of 0.01

to account for the variance) are considered. The contribution is scaled by the maximum con-

tribution. In order to use the existing Weblogo 3.0 software to produce the logos [65], we cre-

ate a pseudo-alignment with 100 sequences with length of the number of important sites. Each

position in the alignment represents a polymorphism site. The sequences contain the polymor-

phism at this position with a frequency equal to the scaled contribution and a gap for the

remaining sequences. Thus, the logo is a consensus logo for the pseudo-alignment.
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Statistical analyses

We perform a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare the adaptation scores (i) between

different data sets and (ii) with respect to different clinical characteristics. For settings, where

the data is paired (random data set—same subjects, R5-FPR analysis—matched CD4 count,

heterologous—autologous viruses), a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test is performed. A

significance threshold of 0.05 is set for all hypothesis tests.

Results and discussion

Validation of the adaptation score

We trained our adaptation model on data from a cohort consisting of 274 chronically-infected,

untreated, subtype C, HIV-1 patients, all having a CD4+ T cell count less than 500 cells/mm3

and on average a log viral load of 4.87 (’chronic_lowCD4’ data set). In addition, 38 samples

from the same study cohort with a CD4+ T cell count above 500 cells/mm3 (’chronic_highCD4’

data set) were available. Apart from the CD4+ T cell count, the two data sets are comparable

with regard to potential confounders and clinical variables (see Table 1).

Performing several runs of 10-fold cross-validation revealed that the predicted adaptation

score is quite robust, changing with an average standard deviation around 0.1. Though there

exists no ground truth for HLA adaptation, we set some requirements that a valid adaptation

score should fulfill, which can be seen in the following.

Study cohort contains HLA adapted sequences. We assume that by construction the

study cohort should harbor some HLA adapted sequences. 62% of the samples from the chron-

ic_lowCD4 data set (n = 274) are estimated to be adapted (adaptation score >0.1), compared

to 47% of the chronic_highCD4 data set (n = 38). The adaptation scores of the chroni-

c_lowCD4 data set are taken from a 10-fold cross-validation, while the adaptation scores of the

chronic_highCD4 data set are predicted using the full chronic_lowCD4 data set for training.

Fig 1A shows the distribution of the adaptation score in the chronic_lowCD4 data set and the

chronic_highCD4 data set. Note, there is however no ground truth on the true HLA adapta-

tion status of the virus in the cohort. In the following, we analyze the predicted adaptation

score distribution between different cohorts. Statistically, HIV-1 isolates of patients with CD4+

T cell count below 500 (chronic_lowCD4 data set) are significantly more adapted than patients

with higher CD4+ T cell count (one-sided, unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value = 1.97e-

2). The comparison of the chronic_lowCD4 data set with the chronic_highCD4 data set is

Table 1. Summary statistics for the variables of interest for both data sets.

variable chronic_highCD4 chronic_lowCD4

age 35.24±10.03 35.38±9.99

CD4+ T cell count 690.47±188.39 199.28±117.27

VL 4.22±0.73 4.87±0.85

adaptation 0.05±0.38 0.19±0.31

sex:F 0.58 0.61

sex:M 0.42 0.39

ethnicity:AFRICAN 0.79 0.64

ethnicity:CAUCASIAN 0.03 0

ethnicity:OTHER 0.18 0.36

coreceptor:R5 0.82 0.71

coreceptor:X4 0.18 0.29

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.t001
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however not straightforward. On the one hand, the size of the chronic_highCD4 data set is

quite small compared to the chronic_lowCD4 data set. On the other hand, while we exclude

the patients with the higher CD4+ T cell count from the training process as a precaution

because they might be less chronic, this assumption does not have to be true and the samples

cannot be treated to test the hypothesis that chronically-infected patients have more adapted

viruses compared to patients with shorter infection duration. Last but not least, HLA-1

adapted viruses are assumed to escape the CTL response, resulting in fewer infected CD4+ T

cells being killed. As a consequence, it is not necessarily the case that patients with higher

CD4+ T cell count have less adapted viruses compared to patients with a lower CD4+ T cell

count.

Random HLA profile leads to non-adaptedness. We expect that viruses in the study

cohort are more adapted to the host’s HLA profile than to a random HLA profile. Therefore,

we predicted the HLA adaptation of the viral sequences of the cohort to a random HLA profile

(100 times). Adaptation scores in the random data set are averaged per patient over 100 draws.

Only 10% of the random samples (n = 274) are predicted to be adapted. As expected, the

Fig 1. Histograms of the predicted adaptation scores of the chronic lowCD4 data set compared to four other data

sets. A: Histogram of the adaptation scores of the chronic_lowCD4 data set (red) and the chronic_highCD4 data set

(turquoise). Dashed line represents the mean adaptation score per data set. The mean adaptation score is 0.19 for the

chronic_lowCD4 data set and 0.05 for the chronic_highCD4 data set. B: Histogram of the adaptation scores of the

chronic_lowCD4 data set (red) and the the averaged adaptation scores of the random data set (turquoise). Dashed line

represents the mean adaptation score per data set. The mean adaptation score is 0.19 for the chronic_lowCD4 data set

and -0.67 for the random data set. C: Histogram of estimated adapatation score for each HLA profile and autologous

and heterologous viruses. Estimated adaptation scores for each HLA profile and its autologous virus (red) and

heterologous viruses of the cohort (turquoise). The adaptation scores of the heterologous viruses are averaged. Dashed

line represents the mean adaptation score per data set. The mean adaptation score for autologous viruses is 0.19 and

-0.12 for heterologous viruses. D: Histogram of the estimated adaptation scores for the chronically-infected data set

(turquoise) and the acutely infected data set (red). Dashed line represents the mean adaptation score per data set.

Comparison of HLA adaptation in acutely- and chronically-infected HIV-1 patients. The mean adaptation score is 0.20

for the chronic_lowCD4 data set based only on HLA I alleles and -0.24 for the acute data set, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.g001
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adaptation of the same virus to a randomized HLA profile is significantly lower than to its host

HLA profile (one-sided, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p-value = 1.50e-44). Fig 1B shows

the distribution of the estimated adaptation scores for the random data set compared to the

chronic_lowCD4 data set.

Autologous viruses more adapted than heterologous viruses. We observed that the

adaptation score of the harbored virus to its host (autologous virus) is higher (p-value = 1.48e-

31) in contrast to the adaptation of the other viruses in the cohort to the same HLA profile

(heterologous virus). This meets our expectation, since we define the adaptation score to

reflect how likely the virus acquired escape mutations specific to the host HLA profile. Fig 1C

shows the adaptation scores of the autologous virus and the averaged heterologous viruses for

each subject (HLA profile).

Viruses in acute phase less adapted than in chronic phase. We expect that viruses from

acutely-infected HIV-1 patients should be less adapted than from chronically-infected HIV-1

patients due to the shorter exposure to the immune system. Fig 1D shows a histogram of the

estimated adaptation scores for the acute and the chronic data sets. Since only the HLA I pro-

file was available for the acute data set, we built an adaptation model based only on the HLA I

profile for this purpose. We observed that viral strains from acutely infected patients have sig-

nificantly lower estimated adaptation scores compared to the chronically-infected HIV-1

patients from our cohort (one-sided, unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value = 4.17e-5).

Note that viruses from acutely-infected patients might also carry HLA-related escape muta-

tions due to transmission.

Validation of the per-site models

Non-informative per-site models have no influence on the adaptation score. In con-

trast to the overall adaptation score, it is possible to evaluate the performance of the per-site

models. This is useful for the interpretation and validation of the model but irrelevant for the

quality of the adaptation score. For each frequent site, we compute the likelihood ratio of a

model that estimates the likelihood that the site is under HLA pressure (HLA model) and a

hypothetical model that assumes no HLA pressure (baseline). Thereby, the estimated per-site

adaptations are directly adjusted by a baseline model and calibrated among all sites. Thus,

including sites which are not under HLA pressure will more likely contribute with a factor of 1

to the overall adaptation score and, consequently, have no influence. This allows to take all fre-

quent sites into consideration without any preselection or apriori knowledge. Note, by defini-

tion of the adaptation score, the adaptation of each frequent site contributes with the same

weight to the overall adaptation score. All per-site models reached the Gelman-Rubin conver-

gence criteria by having an Rhat value less than or equal to 1.

Informative models learn HLA footprints. While it is not the focus of the study, we can

identify sites with a likelihood ratio over 1, indicating a potential association between the fre-

quent site and the HLA profile. In the study cohort, we identified 68 frequent sites in the p24

protein. Out of the corresponding 68 per-site HLA models, 21 had an averaged AUC under

the precision-recall ROC curve higher than the averaged precision-recall baseline, where the

precision-recall baseline is computed as the ratio of positive samples in the data set. Precision-

recall was computed for each possible amino acid at a frequent site via 10-fold cross-validation.

If models are evaluated by the performance to predict each frequent single amino acid poly-

morphism (SAP) separately, 52 models out of 210 perform better than the precision-recall

baseline. Table 2 shows the top 10 polymorphisms with precision-recall AUC exceeding the

baseline. Further analyzing the learned coefficients of the per-site models with high perfor-

mance revealed that the models learned known footprints for subtype C such as the association
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between the T242N mutation and the HLA alleles HLA-B*57:01/02/03 or HLA-B*58:01 as well

as the T186S escape mutation associated with HLA-B*81:01 [66–68].

Interpretable adaptation score by providing logos for each virus. For each frequent var-

iant site, an odds ratio above or below 1 (with an offset of 0.1) indicates whether the amino

acid at this site is more likely under HLA pressure or not. This information can be used to

compute a logo revealing the amino acids that contributed the most to the adaptation score.

This information helps the user to understand the results for different inputs. Fig 2 shows the

logo for the patient with the highest adaptation score in the cohort. The known HLA escape

mutation T186S [69] has the highest contribution to the predicted adaptation score.

Table 2. Top ten potential HLA-restricted sites and single amino acid polymorphisms (SAPs) with respect to pre-

cision-recall baseline performance. The performance of the HLA model at a specific site and for a specific SAP is

computed as the AUC under the precision-recall curve (PRROC).

site SAP PRROC baseline

242 n 0.81 0.12

186 s 0.45 0.04

163 g 0.26 0.06

309 c 0.20 0.01

146 p 0.38 0.24

357 g 0.65 0.53

242 t 0.98 0.87

146 s 0.21 0.11

312 e 0.39 0.30

230 d 0.14 0.05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.t002

Fig 2. Logo for the patient with the highest adaptation score. The logo shows the viral polymorphisms that have the

highest contribution to the adaptation score of this patient. Blue capital letters indicate adapted amino acids, while

orange lowercase letters reflect non-adapted amino acids. The height of the letters reflects the contribution to the

adaptation score and is scaled by the maximum contribution. The x-axis denotes the corresponding sites in the HXB2

virus.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.g002
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HLA adaptation associated with CD4+ T cell count but not viral load

We analyzed the estimated adaptation score with respect to viral load, CD4+ T cell count and

coreceptor usage. On the one hand, we tested whether patients with adapted and non-adapted

viruses differ in these variables, where adapted is defined as an adaptation score > 0.1 and

non-adapted as an adaptation score< -0.1, based on the expected variance of 0.1 (see Fig 3).

On the other hand, we analyzed whether viruses of patients with different known levels of

these variables differ in their adaptation (see Fig 4).

Though HLA class-I restricted polymorphism are known to be predictive for viral load and

CD4+ T cell count in general [26, 70], we observed only a correlation between the estimated

adaptation scores (based on HLA I and HLA II alleles) and the CD4+ count (Pearson correla-

tion coefficient -0.16, p-value = 0.02) but not with viral load (0.04, p-value = 0.88). Note, how-

ever, that the study cohort consists of rather chronically-infected patients at a later stage of

infection, where other factors more likely affect fluctuations in the viral load than the HLA

adaptation, and a difference between controllers and non-controllers, for example, is not

expected to be seen as in the beginning of the infection. We also observed that adapted viruses

do not have statistically significant higher viral loads than non-adapted viruses (one-sided,

unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value = 1.86e-1), and that patients with low viral load

have not less adapted viruses (one-sided, unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value = 8.54e-

2). In addition to the significant correlation between the CD4+ T cell count and adaptation

score, we observed that patients with AIDS (CD4+ T cell count < 200) have more adapted

viruses than patients with higher CD4+ T cell counts (one-sided, unpaired, Wilcoxon rank-

sum test, p-value = 3.20e-3). CD4+ T cell count was also lower in patients with adapted viruses

compared to non-adapted (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value = 1.27e-3).

Fig 3. Difference in clinical variables based on HLA adaption. Measurement of CD4 + T cell (CD4), logarithmized

viral load (VL), FPR, and the FPR of R5 viruses matched based on their CD4 count (R5-FPR) stratified among adapted

(red) and non-adapted(turquoise) viruses.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.g003
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Adaptation associated with coreceptor usage

Using our adaptation score, we investigated the relationship between HLA adaptation and cor-

eceptor usage. More precisely, we analyzed the hypothesis that high HLA adaptation might

trigger the coreceptor switch in a similar way as a weak immune system (measured by a low

number of CD4+ T cell counts). Coreceptor usage was determined with the false positive rate

(FPR) of the coreceptor prediction tool geno2pheno[coreceptor] [17]. The provided FPR cor-

responds to the confidence with which the sequence is classified as X4-capable. The higher the

FPR, the more likely the sequence is not X4-capable, but R5-capable. Table 3 shows the average

adaptation scores stratified for coreceptor usage.

We observed a negative correlation between estimated adaptation score and corresponding

FPR (Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.15, p-value = 0.03). This means that the more

adapted the virus, the higher the likelihood that the virus is classified as X4-capable. This was

further confirmed by the observation that X4-capable viruses are more adapted compared to

R5 viruses (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p-value = 1.34e-2, see Fig 4) and that, in general, adapted

viruses have a lower FPR (rather X4 variants) compared to non-adapted viruses (Wilcoxon

Fig 4. Adaptation score for different levels of CD4+ T cell count (CD4) and coreceptor usage (coreceptor).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.g004

Table 3. Averaged and maximum adaptation score stratified on the coreceptor usage and two data sets.

data set coreceptor adapt(x) max(adap(x))

chronic_highCD4 R5 0.03±0.40 0.80

chronic_highCD4 X4 0.14±0.28 0.51

chronic_lowCD4 R5 0.17±0.30 0.87

chronic_lowCD4 X4 0.25±0.33 0.89

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010355.t003
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rank-sum test, p-value = 6.76e-3, see Fig 3). Note, since the variants are already determined as

X4-capable, it is impossible to show if the emergence of X4-variants is driven by HLA adapta-

tion. This analysis would require longitudinal data where the emergence of the coreceptor

switch is captured. To rule out the possibility that higher adaptation of the X4 variants occurs

due to longer exposure to the host immune system in contrast to R5 variants, the exact dura-

tion of infection is required. However, we observed that even among all R5 viruses, higher

adaptation is associated with lower FPR, indicating that more adapted R5 samples might be

closer to the coreceptor switch compared to non-adapted samples (one-sided paired Wilcoxon

signed-rank test, p-value = 2.21e-2). Since the CD4+ T cell count is a major confounder for the

coreceptor usage, we have matched for this test adapted and non-adapted R5 samples with

similar CD4+ count (± 50 cells/mm3). Note, high adaptation of an R5 variant in a chronically-

infected patient can also occur due to the long exposure to the immune system, since a core-

ceptor switch is only observed in 50% of the patients.

Conclusion

Here, we introduced a novel computational approach to jointly estimate HLA I and HLA II

adaptation of HIV-1 using Bayesian generalized linear mixed models. In addition, we pre-

sented a new study cohort of 312 treatment-naive, subtype C, chronically-infected HIV-1

patients from South Africa, where we sequenced the viral gag (and env) protein with corre-

sponding HLA class I and II alleles for the training of our models. Apart from validating that

our adaptation score inherited appropriate characteristics, we showed that the models underly-

ing the adaptation score are biologically meaningful by learning well-known HLA-restricted

polymorphisms. Using our approach and the data, we investigated the relationship between

HLA adaptation and coreceptor usage of HIV-1, which had been unexplored up to now. We

observed that X4-capable viruses are more adapted compared to R5-capable viruses (Wilcoxon

rank-sum test, p-value = 1.34e-2). Moreover, even among all R5-capable viruses, higher adap-

tation is associated with lower FPR, indicating that more adapted R5 variants might be closer

to the coreceptor switch compared to non-adapted variants (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p-

value = 2.21e-2). Thus, HLA adaptation might be another factor that should be considered

prior to the administration of CCR5 coreceptor antagonists. It might also be useful in predict-

ing how imminent the coreceptor switch is.

In general, the estimated adaptation score allows to measure and understand HIV-1’s adap-

tation to the immune system. The adaptation score can be used to guide the design of suitable

immunogens as vaccine targets by selecting sites that are more likely to be non-adapted to the

immune system. Since the approach itself is not HIV-1 specific, the presented method can be

also applied to study any virus-host adaptation. We encourage the usage of Bayesian GLMMs

for modeling virus-host adaptation due to their ability to adjust for phylogenetic dependencies

in the data and to handle highly overparameterized settings within the model. In light of cur-

rent and potential future viral threats to mankind, such as SARS-CoV-2 or Ebola or MERS-

CoV, this flexible, data non-intensive method can be useful to reveal and analyze virus-host

dynamics of new viruses where little data is available.

Future studies of the study cohort are required to further evaluate how the adaptation score

is coherent with CTL escape experiments. While the study cohort was appropriate to learn

HLA adaptation, it only allows to study the coreceptor switch and the role of HLA adaptation

on it from a retrospective angle. Moreover, the number of CXCR4-using variants with inter-

mediate to high CD4+ T cell count was very low. Consequently, a study cohort with longitudi-

nal data on coreceptor usage and intermediate to high CD4+ T cell count would give

additional insights. This would not only allow to investigate if HLA II adaptation occurs prior
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to the coreceptor switch, but also if the degree of adaptation is associated with the time until

the coreceptor switch occurs.

Note that the presented adaptation score here is a simple approach that can be easily

optimized and extended in different ways. Given the available data, we restricted the analy-

sis to subtype C infected patients and the p24 protein. However, our approach can also be

applied to other subtypes and/or combined over different viral proteins. Further, we used

the viral consensus sequences instead of the NGS sequences, since we aimed at predicting

the adaptation per sequence. Still, the within-subject relatedness of different reads per

virus could be easily incorporated into the Bayesian models. A larger data set might

improve the current adaptation score by better representing the population with respect to

the HLA repertoire and potential frequent variant sites, resulting in more informative per-

site models.

We assumed independence of all variant sites for the computation of the adaptation

score as used in related work [35, 36]. Considering potential dependencies between variant

sites would have raised the complexity of the model, which would have not been supported

well by the small sample size. Therefore, we also did not perform independence tests. How-

ever, the proposed framework is easily extendable to support more dependency structures

such as HLA linkage, or by relaxing the assumption of independence among all sites to cap-

ture compensatory mutations by incorporating additional random components. Another

assumption is that each frequent variant site has the same probability to be under HLA pres-

sure. Prior knowledge about common HLA epitopes can be added to the model by weight-

ing the per-site likelihood odds ratios accordingly. However, if a site is more likely to be

under HLA pressure, given by the underlying data, by construction of the adaptation score,

the likelihood odds ratio should contribute with a higher factor to the overall adaptation

score.

Decomposing the adaptation score based on the potential adaptation of each frequent vari-

ant site is very advantageous with respect to model explainability and to settings, where little

prior information exists. However, it requires the computation of two models per frequent var-

iant sites, leading to a high number of models. Currently, the per-site models are not optimized

with regard to parameter and predictor selection. To avoid overfitting and p-value based selec-

tion, we forced each model to capture our prior beliefs that the model should be unbiased with

regard to sex, age, ethnicity and not be hampered by phylogenetic relatedness. While we

ensured that the models are all converging according to the Rubin-Gelman criterion, we do

not perform visual checks of the Bayesian GLMMs, such as prior and posterior predictive

checks. Though this is a standard procedure for Bayesian GLMMs, it was not feasible in our

case due to the high number of models. In our case, this was also not mandatory. Setting the

horseshoe prior for the beta coefficients was based on our apriori knowledge that only few

HLA alleles and clinical variables should have influence on a site. Setting potential non-opti-

mal parameters might lead to non-informative per-site models. While we might lose some

potential information for these sites, the quality of the overall adaptation score remains

guaranteed by calibrating the per-site models with a baseline model. For computational rea-

sons, it might be also beneficial to reduce the computation of the adaptation score based on

only the informative per-site models.
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